Abstract

We use machine learning to predict shape persistence and cavity size in porous organic cages. The majority of hypothetical organic cages suffer from a lack of shape persistence and as a result lack intrinsic porosity, rendering them unsuitable for many applications. We have created the largest computational database of these molecules to date, numbering 63,472 cages, formed through a range of reaction chemistries and in multiple topologies. We study our database and identify features which lead to the formation of shape persistent cages. We find that the imine condensation of trialdehydes and diamines in a [4+6] reaction is the most likely to result in shape persistent cages, whereas thiol reactions are most likely to give collapsed cages. Using this database, we develop machine learning models capable of predicting shape persistence with an accuracy of up to 93%, reducing the time taken to predict this property to milliseconds, and removing the need for specialist software. In addition, we develop machine learning models for two other key properties of these molecules, cavity size and symmetry. We provide open-source implementations of our models, together with the accompanying data sets, and an online tool giving users access to our models to easily obtain predictions for a hypothetical cage prior to a synthesis attempt.
Introduction

Porous organic cages are a class of molecules distinguished by the presence of an internal cavity, made accessible to guest molecules via molecular windows.\textsuperscript{1,2} These features provide the potential for organic cages to be used in a number of applications, notably encapsulation,\textsuperscript{3} molecular separations\textsuperscript{4–7} and catalysis,\textsuperscript{8} and has led to the development of an increasingly active area of research. Organic cages are distinguished from other porous materials, such as zeolites and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), by lacking an extended network of covalent bonds in the solid state. In addition, unlike extended frameworks, cage molecules are often soluble in organic solvents, allowing for solution processing into thin films or membranes, both in the crystalline or amorphous solid-state.\textsuperscript{9} The lack of 3-dimensional chemical bonding can allow the solid-state structures to undergo large rearrangements, which has been utilized in the creation of molecular crystals with "on/off" porosity with polymorph switching.\textsuperscript{10} However, the additional flexibility also means organic cages are less likely to be shape persistent, which means they collapse and lose porosity as a result of desolvation.\textsuperscript{11} Shape persistence itself is often difficult to predict \textit{a priori} without employing computational modelling.\textsuperscript{11,12}

In most cases, cages are assembled using reversible dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC) from two multifunctionalized molecular precursors. Cages may exhibit two distinct, but not mutually exclusive, forms of porosity, termed intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic porosity refers to voids found within molecules, such as the cavities of cages, while extrinsic porosity refers to voids which result from the inefficient packing of multiple molecules. To date, the largest synthesised organic cage possesses an internal cavity diameter of 2.3 nm and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of 3758 m\textsuperscript{2} g\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{13} A key bottleneck to the practical application of cages is the discovery of viable candidate molecules. Currently, only a few hundred intrinsically porous molecules are known.\textsuperscript{14} Typically, the development time associated with a single cage spans multiple months or years, including time needed for the identification of a suitable candidate molecule, synthesis and characterisation. In recognition
of this obstacle, approaches such as high-throughput computational and synthetic robotic screening have recently been put to use in this field. Nevertheless, important challenges remain. While computational modelling requires significantly less time than experimental approaches, modelling a large number of molecules is still time-consuming using forcefield approaches and intractable with quantum mechanical methods, particularly as these are large molecules, typically with >100 atoms.

In order to combat excessive computational times, use of machine learning (ML) techniques for molecular property prediction has been growing in popularity. The origins of this growth are manyfold. Though application of ML to chemistry has a long history, ML techniques have recently been popularized by a number of high-profile success stories in the broader scientific literature, such as AlphaGo, and in commercial applications such as personal assistants. Naturally, the success of ML techniques in these areas has facilitated their uptake in others. The use of ML approaches in materials science in particular has seen much progress, from text-mining literature to synthesis and chemical design, and been subject to a recent review. ML has previously been applied in the discovery of new extrinsically porous molecular crystals, resulting in models which predict the porosity of crystals with up to 70% accuracy. The advent of high-performance hardware has not only allowed the training of ever more complex ML models, but has increasingly allowed the creation of large computational data sets which provide fertile ground to ML algorithms. Examples of such initiatives are the Harvard Clean Energy Project, NOMAD, and the Materials Project, among many others. As a result, ML algorithms have been applied in a broad range of prediction tasks including, but not limited to, energy, prediction of MOFs, toxicity, and partial charges.

Despite these advances, ML has yet to be applied to the property prediction of organic cages, despite the considerable computational expense associated with modelling them and the fact that the majority of hypothetical cages will lack shape persistency. A significant barrier to such an attempt has been the lack of a sufficiently large computational or experimental
cage database. In this work, we attempt to address this firstly through the development of a large computational cage database consisting of over 60,000 cage molecules and secondly by training random forest models for the prediction of cage collapse, cavity size and window symmetry. All models rely only on the molecular graphs of cage precursors, bypassing the need for any structure determination of the cage. As a result, our cage collapse model can reduce the time taken to determine if a cage is collapsed from minutes to milliseconds, allowing for significant improvements in high-throughput screening. In order to provide easy access to our models we provide an online tool, available at www.ismycageporous.ngrok.io, which predicts if user-uploaded cage precursors are likely to form a shape persistent cage. The source code for our models is available at github.com/lukasturcani/cage_prediction. Finally, we analyse the cage precursors in our database to determine which structural features are conducive to the formation of shape persistent cages, informing future design.

Methods

Data sets

A data set of organic cages was assembled from a series of di-, tri- and tetra-topic precursors, designed by a synthetic chemist with many years of cage synthesis experience to be suitable for the generation of cages. In total, 118 di-topic, 51 tri-topic, and 20 tetra-topic precursor cores were included, each with locations of functional groups marked. These are available as SMILES strings, along with a script performing the functional group substitution and 3D embedding, in the supporting information. Throughout, we refer to the precursor with more reactive functional groups as the "building block", and the precursor with fewer functional groups as the "linker". Each precursor backbone was generated with each of the different functional groups to include cages that could be generated through a variety of reactions. This process is summarized in Figure 1.

As the majority of intrinsically porous organic cages reported to date have used DCC, in
particular imine condensation reactions, we have focused on DCC reactions. The functional
groups used in this study are aldehydes, alkynes, amines, carboxylic acids, alkenes, and
thiols, which are combined using the imine/amide condensation, alkyne/alkene metathesis
and disulfide formation reactions. For each pair of functional groups capable of undergoing
a reaction, every possible pairing of precursors was used to generate the corresponding cage.
These pairings are listed in Table 1. In addition to this, cages were generated in a number
of topologies. We use the topology nomenclature defined previously by Santolini et al.,
where a topology such as Tri$_4$Di$_6$ refers to a cage formed from 4 tri-functionalized and
6 di-functionalized precursors. The topologies considered for this study include Tri$_4$Di$_6$,
Tri$_8$Di$_{12}$, Tet$_6$Di$_{12}$, Tet$_6$Tri$_8$, and Tri$_4$Tri$_4$, which are shown in Figure 2. This led to a
total of 63,472 organic cages. This is the largest number of organic cages studied to date
and compares to the few hundred that have been synthetically reported so far. The data
set is available for download at https://doi.org/10.14469/hpc/4618.

Figure 2: All cage topologies considered for this study. Left to right: Tri$_4$Di$_6$, Tri$_8$Di$_{12}$,
Tet$_6$Tri$_8$, Tri$_4$Tri$_4$ and Tet$_6$Di$_{12}$. Di-topic components are shown in purple, tri-topic in
blue (or cyan) and tetra-topic in orange.

The 3-dimensional structure of each precursor was determined by embedding 100 confor-
mations using the RDKit ETKDG method. The energy of each conformation was evaluated using UFF, and the lowest energy conformation was chosen as the final structure. The cage structures were then generated using our supramolecular toolkit (stk), an open-source Python library which allows for the assembly of complex supramolecular structures such as porous organic cages in various topologies. Structures produced by stk were optimized in MacroModel using a three-stage approach. Firstly, only the bonds added to the precursors during cage assembly were geometry optimized using the OPLS3 forcefield, while keeping all other intramolecular distances fixed. Secondly, the entire molecule was optimized and finally, a molecular dynamics (MD) run was performed to search for low energy conformations. Each cage underwent an MD simulation for 2 ns after a 100 ps equilibration, with a timestep of 1 fs and at a temperature of 700 K. At 50 points during the MD trajectory, the cage structure was geometry optimized and the lowest energy sampled conformation was then used for further analysis. The convergence criteria for all geometry optimizations was a maximum of 2500 iterations and a gradient of 0.05.

Table 1: Reactions and precursors used to generate cages. The number following a functional group name indicates the number of functional groups present in the precursor (i.e. a ‘2’ means that it is di-topic).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Topologies</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>No. cages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶,</td>
<td>imine condensation</td>
<td>12036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁴,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tri⁴Di¹²,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tri⁴Di¹²,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>Tet⁶Di¹²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 4</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>Tet⁶Di¹²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 4</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>Tet⁶Tri⁸</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 4</td>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>Tet⁶Tri⁸</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 4</td>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>Tri⁴Tri⁴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td>alkene metathesis</td>
<td>6018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td>alkene metathesis</td>
<td>6018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td>disulfide formation</td>
<td>5967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a thiol 3</td>
<td>thiol 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td>amide condensation</td>
<td>6018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td>amide condensation</td>
<td>6018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>Tri⁴Di⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a One ditopic thiol precursor is excluded as the precursor backbone already included two thiol groups.
Structural characterisation

The internal cavity size for each cage was calculated by translating the centroid of the cage onto the origin. An example cavity can be seen on the left in Figure 3. The cavity size was measured as the distance from the origin to the nearest atom, with the van der Waals radius of the atom subtracted. This functionality was provided by stk. Next, we calculated the difference in the window diameters. An example cage window is highlighted on the right of Figure 3. We wished to calculate the difference in the window diameters in a single cage, as we consider it to be a useful proxy for the degree of symmetry, and often shape-persistence in a cage. The first criterion is assumed to correlate with ease of synthesis, as when highly symmetrical precursors are used, high symmetry in the resultant assembly suggests a good correspondence of the precursors to the topology and a low strain in the assembly. A shape persistent, open, cage built from high symmetry precursors will typically form a high symmetry assembly with all windows being of similar size. Shape persistency is a primary property of interest in organic cages.

To calculate the difference in the window diameters, the diameters of all windows were calculated using pywindow. If pywindow failed to detect the expected number of windows for a given topology, for example four windows in a Tri4Di6 topology, the cage was not used for training window difference models. For cages where all windows were successfully detected, all possible pairs of windows were compared. The difference in diameters between the two windows in each pair was calculated and the resulting differences averaged to produce the final measure of "window difference". This calculation was performed in stk using the Cage.window_difference() method. Finally, in the supporting information we show results of predicting the standard deviation in the window sizes. We calculated the standard deviation in the window sizes as a simpler measure of window size differences, but found no notable change in performance.
Assignment of collapse labels

To model cage collapse, each cage needed to be labelled as either "collapsed", "not collapsed" (i.e. shape persistent) or "undetermined". Cages in the final category were not used when training cage collapse models. An example of a shape persistent cage can be seen in Figure 3 and of a collapsed cage in Figure 4. A number of approaches were trialled to accomplish the labelling. Initially, we developed a graphical user interface, allowing us to manually assign labels, as shown in Figure S1. This software is freely available at github.com/lukasturcani/molder and allows users to manually label molecules over the web. The molecules to label and which labels to assign can be freely modified depending on the task. However, such an approach soon proved to be too time consuming and unscalable to data sets with tens of thousands of molecules. As a result, we instead developed an automated approach to cage labelling.

To automate cage labelling, we used pywindow to detect all the windows present in a cage. As we use stk to assemble cages of a given topology, we know how many windows to expect in shape persistent cages of a given topology. If pywindow does not find the expected number of windows, we labelled the cage as collapsed. By manually examining thousands of cages labelled with this approach, we concluded that nearly all cages labelled "collapsed" are labelled correctly. However, not all collapsed cages are detected with this approach. For cages where pywindow detects the expected number of windows for a given topology, we apply the following criterion:
Figure 4: An example of a collapsed organic cage that does not have symmetric windows or a single, central cavity.

\[
\alpha = \frac{4 \times \text{average difference in window diameter}}{\text{maximum window diameter} \times \text{expected no. of windows}}
\]  

If \( \alpha < 0.035 \) and cavity size is greater than 1 Å, the cage is labelled as "not collapsed", else it is labelled "undetermined". This equation was derived through trial-and-error in order to maximize the number of cages correctly labelled as "not collapsed". While the majority of cages are correctly labelled, mislabelling does occur and the "not collapsed" labels can be considered slightly noisy as a result. In addition, not all shape persistent cages are detected using this method. There was a high imbalance in the data set for a reaction of di-topic thiols with tri-topic thiols; manual inspection of this data set revealed that the 99 cages labelled "not collapsed" were in fact collapsed. Due to lacking any cages in the "not collapsed" class, this data set was not used to train any of the following models.

**Input featurization.**

The base input for all models consisted of an extended-connectivity fingerprint (ECFP), as implemented by RDKit.\(^{36}\) After testing an initial collapse prediction model using a variety of fingerprint radii and bit sizes, a radius of 8 and bit size of 512 was found to give the smallest fingerprint with the highest accuracy score and was used for all successive models. The results of this featurization analysis can be seen in the supporting information. The input
for a given cage was constructed by concatenating the ECFP of radius 8 and bit size 512 of each precursor, leading to a total bit size of 1024. Each element of the fingerprint indicates how many times it was activated by some molecular substructure. This is in contrast to the more common approach of using either 1 or 0 to indicate if a given element was activated by a molecular substructure at least once. A count-based fingerprint should provide more information to our models and be more suitable for regression modelling, by allowing for a more continuous input space. For models trained or evaluated on cages of multiple topologies, the final fingerprint is extended with a 1-hot vector indicating the topology of the cage. This featurization approach intentionally excludes the fingerprint of the cage molecule itself. It means that the trained models can be used for predictions without having to construct or geometry optimize cage molecules. Only the precursors themselves are necessary to predict the properties of a cage. This means less time is required to generate a prediction and no molecular modelling expertise or software is required, at the cost of some prediction accuracy.

**Evaluation metrics.**

In order to avoid excessive complexity, we organise our models into two types. Cross-reaction models are trained and evaluated using cages of the same topology, Tri^4Di^6, but assembled from precursors with different functional groups. Cross-topology models are trained with cages of different topologies, but formed via the imine condensation reaction. Cross-reaction models allow us to evaluate how transferable models trained on cages generated with one set of reactions are to cages generated with a different set of reactions. Cross-topology models allow us to evaluate how additional training examples, when consisting of cages with different topologies but formed by the same reaction, affect performance.

Cross-reaction models are organized by data set, indicated by a row with a Tri^4Di^6 topology in Table 1. For each of these data sets, three distinct evaluations take place. Firstly, we evaluate the performance using 5-fold cross-validation (CV) using cages from that data set only. We denote this as "train & test" in the results later. Secondly, we
train a model with all cages in the data set and use all cages in the remaining data sets of Tri⁴Di⁶ topology as the test set. Thirdly, we train a model using all Tri⁴Di⁶ cages, with the exception of the chosen data set, which is used as the test set. The latter two evaluation schemes allow us to determine how transferable our models are to cages generated from precursors with functionalities different to those in the training set and correspond to the "train" and "test" columns respectively in the results. For each task discussed in this paper, we train a single cross-topology model. These models are trained and evaluated with the data set assembled by combining all cages generated with the imine condensation reaction. We use 5-fold CV to train and evaluate these models.

For the regression models of cavity size and window size difference, performance was evaluated with two metrics, mean-absolute-error (MAE) and the correlation coefficient, R², which shows the percentage of variance in the training data accounted for by our models. These metrics are given by:

\[
\text{MAE} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} - y_{\text{predicted}}^{(i)}|}{n} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{R}^2 = 1 \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} - y_{\text{predicted}}^{(i)})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} - \bar{y})^2} \tag{3}
\]

respectively. Here, \( n \) is the total number of examples in the evaluation set, \( y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} \) is the \( i \)th example’s true value, \( y_{\text{predicted}}^{(i)} \) is the \( i \)th example’s predicted value, and \( \bar{y} \) is the mean value of \( y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} \). The classification model for cage collapse was evaluated using prediction accuracy and the precision and recall of each class, defined as:

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} I(y_{\text{true}}^{(i)} = y_{\text{predicted}}^{(i)})}{n} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\text{true positives}}{\text{true positives} + \text{false positives}} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\text{true positives}}{\text{true positives} + \text{false negatives}} \tag{6}
\]

respectively, where \( I(x) \) is a function returning 1 if the statement \( x \) is true and 0 if \( x \) is
false. In addition, all CV folds were stratified and during training, examples were weighted to counter any class imbalance present in the training set.

**Implementation.**

All models were implemented in Python 3.6 using the scikit-learn library\textsuperscript{37} version 0.19.1 and the random forest algorithm. The random forest algorithm works by creating an ensemble of decision trees. Decision trees attempt to split examples in the training set into subsets until either all examples in the subset belong to the same class, or each subset holds a minimum number of examples. Each decision tree in the forest attempts to split a bootstrap sample of the entire training set and uses a random subset of input features as the basis for splits. This sampling of examples and features results in a decorrelation between trees, trading a large decrease in variance of the forest for a smaller increase in bias and increasing quality of predictions overall. The prediction of a forest is given by a majority vote across trees in classification tasks and by taking the average across predictions in regression tasks. Random forests are ubiquitous in ML for chemistry, used to model quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) and comparing favourably to other approaches such as support vector machines (SVMs) in terms of both performance and interpretability.

We used random forests for both regression and classification tasks for a number of reasons. Firstly, preliminary tests showed that the choice of learning algorithm between random forests, support vector machines (SVMs), and neural networks did not significantly affect prediction accuracy. Secondly, compared to the other two models, random forests have either few or easily interpretable hyperparameters. Finally, in many cases, random forests have shorter training times, though this is subject to the choice of hyperparameters. All of our code is available at github.com/lukasturcani/cage_prediction.
Parameters and hyperparameters.

Apart from the hyperparameters of fingerprint radius and size that concern the input featurization (discussed in detail in the supporting information), random forests come with their own set hyperparameters. We use 100 trees in each model, as this provides a reasonable compromise between training time and model accuracy. Increasing this hyperparameter increases the model accuracy, subject to diminishing returns. Our models use the RandomForestClassifier and RandomForestRegressor classes defined by scikit-learn, and we use default values for all parameters, with the exception of "class_weight", which we set to "balanced" when training classifiers. This means that during training, examples are weighted so as to counteract class imbalance. Gini impurity was used to measure the quality of the splits for classification tasks and mean-squared-error for regression tasks. Trees in the forest were grown until all examples in a leaf node were from the same class or only 2 examples remained in the leaf node.

Results and discussion

Shape persistency prediction

A prediction model for shape persistency allows us to predict if a cage will collapse or not without performing a structural optimization step. This reduces the time taken to establish if a cage is shape persistent from minutes to milliseconds, making high-throughput screening possible. By filtering out cages which are highly likely to be collapsed, a full structural optimization and characterisation only needs to be applied to molecules more likely to be porous. This drastically reduces the number of molecules on which a structural optimization needs to be performed. Further, a prediction model is accessible to those without custom software for molecular modelling, such as experimental chemists, allowing a check for shape persistency to be a routine part of synthesis planning.
In order for the shape persistency prediction models to be effective, a high precision and recall for identifying collapsed cages is necessary, as we prioritise avoiding cages which are almost certainly non-porous. Precision and recall for cages labelled "not collapsed" (i.e. shape persistent) is less important, as this label does not affect whether a cage undergoes an optimization or not. Despite our models being relatively naive, Table 2 shows it is possible to achieve very high accuracy, precision, and recall scores, especially when cages in the training and test sets are formed through the same reaction. Under such circumstances, the lowest precision and recall scores for the "collapsed" class are 0.87 and 0.88, respectively, while the highest are 0.90 and 0.96, respectively. As a result, we foresee these models having practical applications in computational high-throughput screening of cages and for experimental chemists planning cage syntheses.

Table 2: Shape persistency prediction using 100 tree random forest models. The results are for when a model was trained on a single data set, given by the row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Recall (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Precision (collapsed)</th>
<th>Recall (collapsed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, across all models, we see better performance at identifying collapsed rather than shape persistent cages, as indicated by the precision and recall scores for these respective classes. We identify two factors which contribute to this result. Firstly, labels for shape persistent cages are noisy, while those of collapsed cages are not. This is a reflection of the fact that the criterion to label a cage collapsed is relatively simple (the expected number of windows is not found), while the criteria for a shape persistent cage are more complex. Secondly, the features which lead to cage collapse may be easier to identify. For example, while all excessively long and flexible linkers will produce collapsed cages, not all short and...
rigid linkers will produce shape persistent ones.

When models are trained and tested on cages generated through different reactions, shown in Tables 3 and 4, drops in performance are significant. Table 3 shows the results of models trained only on the data set specified by the row and tested on the data sets shown in the remaining rows. Conversely, Table 4 shows the results of models tested on the data set specified by the row and trained on the data sets listed in the other rows. While these models have some predictive capacity, prediction should be made using models trained on cages generated from the same reaction where possible. The average accuracy of these cross-reaction models is only 0.65, compared to 0.89 of models in Table 2.

Table 3: Cage collapse prediction using 100 tree random forest models. The results are for when a model was trained on a single data set, given by the row. The remaining rows are the data sets used as the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Recall (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Precision (collapsed)</th>
<th>Recall (collapsed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Cage collapse prediction using 100 tree random forest models. The results are for when a model was tested on a single data set, given by the row. The data sets given by the other rows were used as the training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Recall (shape persistent)</th>
<th>Precision (collapsed)</th>
<th>Recall (collapsed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A close analysis of the precision and recall scores in Tables 3 and 4 shows that trained
models have a strong tendency to overwhelmingly predict a single class, demonstrated by a combination of a high recall and low precision for the given class. An example of this can be seen for the trialdehyde and diamine cages in Table 4 (first row). Here, the model was trained on cages from all data sets with the exception of the first row, which was used as the test set. In this case, the trained model predicts that virtually all cages in the test set are collapsed, as shown by a recall score of 1.00 and precision score of 0.56 for collapsed cages. In contrast, the model correctly identifies only 22% of shape persistent cages in the test set. However, it achieves a precision score of 0.98 for these cages. This implies that the model learnt specific features which prevent collapse in the training data set, and that these features are not found in the majority of porous trialdehyde and diamine cages. However, when such features are found, they are strong indicators that a cage will be shape persistent. The remaining features which indicate a trialdehyde and diamine cage is shape persistent must be unique to this reaction pairing, and this accounts for the difference between the recall score of 0.87 in Table 2 and 0.22 in this model. This is an interesting result, as it suggests that during the design of a porous organic cage, the chemical features that are required to make sure the cage is shape persistent are highly dependent on the reaction chemistry. This is likely contrary to the typical current approach for designing shape persistent cages, whereby you would assume you want the same features in the precursor cores regardless of the reaction chemistry.

Finally, the cross-topology model for the collapse prediction task achieved an accuracy of 0.86, precision scores of 0.82 and 0.89, and recall scores of 0.79 and 0.90 for shape persistent and collapsed cages respectively. As a result, this model does not show a strong benefit from additional training examples corresponding to cages with different topologies. However, the model does show a slight improvement in both the precision and recall of collapsed cages, compared to the trialdehyde and diamine model in Table 2. This result indicates that a topologically diverse training set may yield some benefit to model performance.
Cavity size prediction

The results of 18 different random forest models used for predicting cavity sizes of organic cages are presented in Table 5 for all cross-reaction models. A clear trend emerges, in that all models perform best when trained and evaluated on cages generated from the same reaction chemistry, as shown in the "Test & Train" column. The average MAE of the models is 2.34 Å. While such an error is unacceptable for the screening of small cages (<8 Å cavity diameter), it can be used to screen cages with medium to large cavities. The best performing model is for cages generated through alkyne metathesis, with a MAE of 1.85 Å, and we attribute this to the rigid triple bond formed by this reaction, as structures with fewer degrees of freedom are likely to exhibit less structural variance. Indeed, sampling more than one conformation from the original MD simulations of the cage is likely to find a range of cavity sizes. The relatively rigid porous imine cage, CC3, was found to have a pore diameter range of approximately 1.5 Å, from a mean value of 5.2 Å during MD simulations.

Table 5: Cavity size prediction using 100 tree random forest models. "Test & Train" column indicates that the data set specified in the row was split using 5-fold cross validation in the test and train data sets. The "Train" column indicates that the data set specified in the row was used only as the training set and that the remaining data sets were used as the test set. The "Test" column indicates that the data set specified in the row was used only as a test set and the model was trained on the remaining data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Test &amp; Train</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAE / Å</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>MAE / Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also trained a cross-topology model, with cages produced through the imine condensation reaction but consisting of five different topologies. This model was evaluated using 5-fold CV to give a MAE of 2.99 Å and an R² of 0.73. The model performs worse than both amine & aldehyde models shown by the rows "aldehyde 3 amine 2" and "amine 3 aldehyde
2" in Table 5, both of which are trained on cages also used in the cross-topology model. This demonstrates that additional training examples, consisting of cages with different topologies, do not produce a clear benefit to model performance. Previous findings have shown that the same precursors when changing from a Tri^4Di^6 topology to a Tri^8Di^12 topology, can result in the complete loss of shape persistency, and hence dramatic decrease or complete loss of cavity size. In this context, it is not surprising that our model struggles with this prediction.

Figure 5 (left) shows the predicted versus reference cavity size for the cross-topology model. The model’s predictions fall further from the target value as cavity size increases. This can be seen more clearly in Figure S5. Due to this, the model displays a clear heteroscedasticity, as the variance of residuals increases with cavity size. The origin of this is likely an increase in the variance of cavity sizes as cage size increases, which follows from the fact that larger cages are more flexible. However, a secondary cause is likely that our input featurization does not capture all the factors that influence cavity size.

Figure 5: (left) The true cavity size versus the predicted cavity size. (right) The true window size difference versus the predicted window size difference. The black lines show where predictions match true cavity size.

When training and evaluating with cages generated through different reactions, shown by both the "Train" and the "Test" columns in Table 5, prediction accuracy falls drastically, leading to an approximate doubling of the MAE. In the case of the "Train" column, this loss
in performance occurs despite the training set being 5 times larger. This highlights the need to ensure cages found in the training set and cages which are to be screened, are formed using the same reaction. In addition, this result shows that structural features which lead to shape persistence differ between cages produced through different reactions, as decisions learned by the forests are not entirely transferable between data sets.

**Window size difference prediction**

We developed the window size difference models to provide a measure for the asymmetry of a cage, as shape persistent molecules often exhibit high degrees of symmetry. An alternative approach to measure the asymmetry by predicting the standard deviation of window sizes was found to produce similar results and is discussed in the supporting information. The results are shown in Table 6. The mean window size difference across all non-collapsed cages in the database is 1.20 Å, with a standard deviation of 1.14 Å. Our results show that once again, cages generated by alkyne metathesis produce the most reliable models, with a MAE of 0.39 Å, compared to a MAE of 0.58 Å across the models on average. Considering the magnitude of this error in relation to the standard deviation of the data, these models are unsuitable for applications which require ranking molecules in terms of their asymmetry. On the other hand, they may be suitable for screening out cages on the basis of some threshold window difference value.

The cross-topology model for this task had a MAE of 0.72 Å and $R^2$ of 0.38. This again shows that additional training examples from cages with a different topology, despite similar chemistry, do not produce improved model performance. The plot of true versus predicted window difference can be seen in Figure 5 (right). This model is also heteroscedastic (see Figure S5) and we attribute this to the same causes as our cavity size models. Testing and training on cages formed by different reactions produces extremely weak models, with some $R^2$ values being negative. This shows the trained models perform worse than predicting some constant value for each cage. As a result, we conclude that training and predicting cages
Table 6: Window difference prediction using 100 tree random forest models. "Test & Train" column indicates that the data set specified in the row was split using 5-fold cross validation in the test and train data sets. The "Train" column indicates that the data set was used only as the training set and that the remaining data sets were used as the test set. The "Test" column indicates that the data set was used only as a test set and the model was trained on the remaining data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building block</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Test &amp; Train</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAE / Å</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>MAE / Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldehyde 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>aldehyde 2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene 3</td>
<td>alkene 2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyne 3</td>
<td>alkyne 2</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid 3</td>
<td>amine 2</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amine 3</td>
<td>carboxylic acid 2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

formed via the same reactions is a requirement of these models, as cages formed through different chemistries do not provide transferable information.

**Analysis of 63,472 organic cages**

The creation of a large, labelled cage data set presents opportunities for data mining, and thus to learn which chemical features infer which properties in a cage. We begin by analysing the characteristics of cages in the various data sets and topologies. Figure 6 shows the proportion of collapsed, shape persistent, and undetermined cages for each reaction. A number of trends emerge. Firstly, thiol cages are a significant outlier in that the entire data set consists of collapsed cages. The cages in this data set labelled "shape persistent" were mislabelled, as noted earlier. Cages with a Tri^8Di^{12} topology have a higher proportion of collapsed cages than other topologies, 71% and 73% collapsed for the two Tri^8Di^{12} data sets compared to 33 - 66% for the other data sets (excluding thiols). This can be attributed to Tri^8Di^{12} being the largest topology in our study and as a result the most flexible.

Figure 6 also shows that with the exception of the "alkyne2 alkyne3" (52% shape persistent, 33% collapsed) and "amine2 aldehyde3 - Tri^4Di^{6}" (49% shape persistent, 38% collapsed) data sets, all data sets have more collapsed than shape persistent cages. This high-
Figure 6: Number of cages labelled "collapsed", "shape persistent" and "undetermined" by our automated labelling approach, show across precursor combination and topology.

lights the relatively rarity of shape persistent molecules, as despite the precursors being explicitly designed to maximize the likelihood of their construction, they are still a minority (overall only 28% are shape persistent). While the abundance of shape persistent examples in the alkyne data set can be attributed to the rigid triple bond, the reason why cages in the "amine2 aldehyde3 - Tri^4Di^6" data set tend toward shape persistence is less clear. It can be seen that simply reversing the functional groups between building blocks and linkers, as given by the "aldehyde2 amine3 - Tri^4Di^6" data set, results in a prevalence of collapsed cages, despite the formation reaction and topology being identical. It is interesting that the "aldehyde2amine3 - Tri^4Di^6" data set is so successful at shape persistency, given that a large number of experimentally reported porous organic cages with shape persistent cavities use this topology.

Figure 7 shows how cavity size varies between the data sets. An interesting observation is that imine Tet^6Tri^8 cages have the largest cavities on average, despite having fewer shape persistent molecules than the "alkyne2 alkyne3" data set. Cages formed by the amide condensation reaction have the smallest cavities on average, which follows from the fact that
these cages also have a high proportion of collapsed individuals. In general, most data sets have a mean cavity size of approximately 6 Å, while the most common cavity size is 9 Å to 10 Å (Figure S4). In Figure 8, the change in window difference can be seen across data sets. The worst performing data sets in this area belong to the $\text{Tri}^8\text{Di}^{12}$ topologies, which can once again be attribute to the size and flexibility of cages with this topology. On average, cages in the "alkyne2 alkyne3" data set had the lowest window difference and therefore the highest symmetry, as would be expected from our previous discussions regarding the structural properties of this data set.

We conclude our analysis with a general set of recommendations when searching for new shape persistent cages. Based on our analysis, alkyne cages appear to be the most likely to produce positive results, followed by imine cages and alkene cages. Thiol and amide cages on the other hand should be avoided. When targeting cages with large cavity sizes, imine cages perform best on average, followed by alkyne cages. While $\text{Tri}^8\text{Di}^{12}$ cages usually lack shape persistence, and as a result generally do not have large cavity sizes, the largest cages in our entire data set are all of this topology. This means it may be the most suitable topology to target when a single molecule with a record-breaking size is desired. For reliably large cavity
sizes, the Tet$^6$Tri$^8$ topology is recommended.

Following our analysis, we wished to identify some of the most promising organic cages in our data set. The structures of these cages can be seen in Figure 9. We selected the candidates based on a number of factors, such as size, reaction chemistry, symmetry and structural diversity of precursors. Among these cages are some of the largest in our data set, ranging from 51 - 60 Å, showing the Tri$^8$Di$^{12}$ topology. We also show large cages (16 Å cavity) with high symmetry. Finally, Figure 9 shows three of the largest alkyne cages. While all of these cages are among the best from a purely property based perspective, this does not address the synthesis of these molecules, which may not be possible in some cases. The precursors for these cages are shown in Figure S7.

We have extracted the ten building blocks and linkers most commonly found in cages belonging to the "collapsed" and "shape persistent" classes. Their structures can be seen in Figures S8-12. Analysis of these precursor structures allows us to draw conclusions about molecular features conducive to forming shape-persistent cages. In turn, this analysis can be used to inform design of cage precursors in the future. We discuss the prevalence of four structural features between building blocks and linkers belonging to collapsed and shape
Figure 9: Structures of some the "best" cages found in our data set. Top row shows some of the largest cages, with cavities ranging from 51 - 60 Å. Middle row shows cages with a cavity size of 16 Å and high symmetry (low window difference). Bottom row shows alkyne metathesis generated cages with large (>40 Å cavities). Atoms colors are gray, blue, red, white and pink for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and boron, respectively.
persistent cages. In addition to this, the supporting information shows an additional nine structural features (Figures S12-S20). Figure 10A shows the number of rotatable bonds among the best and worst precursor molecules. The number of rotatable bonds in a molecule relates directly to its rigidity and the results in Figure 10A conform to our expectations. Good building blocks and linkers have, on average, significantly fewer rotatable bonds than bad ones.

One of the most apparent differences between building blocks and linkers commonly found in collapsed versus shape persistent cages is the presence of bridgehead atoms, as shown in Figure 10B. On average, each of the 10 most successful building blocks had at least one bridgehead atom, while none were present in any of their poorly performing counterparts. We attribute this to the fact that bridgehead atoms greatly restrict the range of movement possible within the ring being bridged. This structural rigidity inhibits the motion necessary
for cage collapse. Similarly, bridgeheads are found in two of the most successful linkers, while not being found at all in the worst performing ones. Compared to building blocks, bridgehead atoms may be rare in linkers because their smaller size confers sufficient rigidity already and other factors, such as the number of double bonds in the linker, may be more important.

Figure 10C shows that, on average, good linkers that lead to shape persistent cages have a larger proportion of double bonds compared to bad ones. Similarly to bridgehead atoms, these are key to conferring rigidity to a molecule. This result is also mirrored in building block molecules. Most noticeably in this figure however, is that the distribution of values is much narrower in good building blocks and linkers compared to the bad ones. While the double bond fraction present in good building blocks and linkers is relatively consistent, this is not the case for the "worst" molecules. This highlights the fact that while the presence of a double bond fraction of approximately 0.20 for building blocks and 0.17 for linkers does not guarantee a good cage precursor, large deviations from these values are likely to make it unsuitable for cage construction.

Finally, in Figure 10D, an examination of the number of atoms in a molecule, a proxy for its size, reveals a somewhat surprising result, good building blocks are on average larger than bad building blocks. This is unexpected, as larger molecules generally have more degrees of freedom and are therefore less rigid, leading to cage collapse. This trend is apparent when comparing the linkers in Figure 10D. Good linkers have significantly fewer atoms on average than bad ones. In the case of building blocks, specifically those found in our data set, larger sizes may be associated with other features such as rings and bridgeheads, which may increase the suitability of the building block toward constructing shape persistent cages, despite leading to an increase in the number of atoms.
Online tool for using trained models

In order to allow easy access to our prediction models, we provide our online tool at www.ismycageporous.ngrok.io, which allows users to input the SMILES strings of a cage building block and linker and select one of the reaction specific models, described in Table 2. The tool will then return a prediction of either "collapsed" or "shape persistent" to the user. The models available on the site have been trained using the entire data set, including the test set. The source code for this tool is available at github.com/lukasturcani/cage_prediction.

Conclusions

We have presented a large data set of 63,472 organic cages, constructed through a number of reactions and in a variety of topologies. The cage molecules were all computationally assembled and their structure optimized. Analysis of the cages revealed that cages produced by alkyne metathesis tended to outperform other cages in terms of cavity size, shape persistence and symmetry. On the other hand, cages with a Tri8Di12 topology perform noticeably worse on these criteria. Despite this, the largest shape persistent cages have a Tri8Di12 topology. We find that cages formed by the disulfide formation reaction are least likely to be shape persistent and amide cages also perform poorly in most criteria. By analysis of the cage precursors we show that structural features such as bridgehead and double bonds are conducive to forming shape persistent cages, while increasing the total number of atoms and rotatable bonds encourages collapse. In addition, we show that for precursors which form shape persistent cages, these features tend to fall within a narrow range.

After categorization of the molecules as either collapsed or shape persistent, we trained random forest models to predict three properties of interest: shape persistence, cavity size, and window size difference. A number of validation methods have been described, considering the transferability of models trained on cages generated by different chemical reactions. In all cases, we found our models require a training set composed of cages assembled through
the same reaction chemistry as the test set. Analysis of the performance of our models across cages generated through different formation reactions indicates that structural features which lead to cage collapse differ with formation reaction.

The regression models, at this stage, suffer from a high error making them unsuitable for tasks requiring fine discrimination between individual cages, however, they may still find application in screening procedures requiring comparison only to some threshold, desirable value. On the other hand, the classification model used to identify collapsed cages provides good discrimination, as shown by high precision and recall scores. We anticipate this model will drastically reduce wasted computation spent on uninteresting, collapsed cages, allowing computational resources to be more usefully allocated to the modelling of their porous counterparts. We provide an online tool which provides predictions for user submitted cages. This can be accessed on [www.ismycageporous.ngrok.io](http://www.ismycageporous.ngrok.io) and the source code for our model is available at [github.com/lukasturcani/cage_prediction](https://github.com/lukasturcani/cage_prediction).
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